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ABSTRACT

Adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) RNA editing is a com-
mon post transcriptional modification. It has a criti-
cal role in protecting against false activation of innate
immunity by endogenous double stranded RNAs and
has been associated with various regulatory pro-
cesses and diseases such as autoimmune and car-
diovascular diseases as well as cancer. In addition,
the endogenous A-to-I editing machinery has been
recently harnessed for RNA engineering. The study
of RNA editing in humans relies heavily on the usage
of cell lines as an important and commonly-used re-
search tool. In particular, manipulations of the edit-
ing enzymes and their targets are often developed
using cell line platforms. However, RNA editing in
cell lines behaves very differently than in normal and
diseased tissues, and most cell lines exhibit low edit-
ing levels, requiring over-expression of the enzymes.
Here, we explore the A-to-I RNA editing landscape
across over 1000 human cell lines types and show
that for almost every editing target of interest a suit-
able cell line that mimics normal tissue condition
may be found. We provide CLAIRE, a searchable cata-
logue of RNA editing levels across cell lines available
at http://srv00.recas.ba.infn.it/atlas/claire.html, to fa-
cilitate rational choice of appropriate cell lines for
future work on A-to-I RNA editing.

INTRODUCTION

Adenosine-to-inosine (A-to-I) RNA editing is one of the
most common post-transcriptional modifications in meta-
zoan (1–3). It is catalyzed by the adenosine deaminase

that acts on RNA (ADAR) family of enzymes. In humans,
this family consists of three members: ADAR1 (ADAR)
and ADAR2 (ADARB1) two catalytically active dsRNA-
binding proteins (4–7) and ADAR3 (ADARB2), which con-
tains the dsRNA binding domains but lacks catalytic activ-
ity. While ADAR3 does not perform A-to-I editing it is be-
lieved to act as dominant negative regulator of editing (8,9).
Inosines can pair with cytosine, and they are recognized by
the ribosome during translation as guanosines, leading to a
modified protein product (recoding) (10,11). However, most
editing activity occurs in non-coding regions (12). In pri-
mates, editing mostly occurs in the Alu repetitive elements
(13–16), mainly by ADAR1 (17,18), while ADAR2 is asso-
ciated with most recoding sites (17).

RNA editing is believed to have a critical role in protect-
ing against false activation of innate immunity by endoge-
nous double stranded transcripts (19–21). It also plays an
important role in various regulatory processes such as splic-
ing (22–24), microRNA processing (25,26), microRNA tar-
geting (27–31) and mRNA stability (32,33). Altered editing
may lead to various diseases (34,35) such as autoimmune
(36–39), cardiovascular (40,41) and neurological (42–48)
diseases, and cancer development (49–53). Finally, ADAR
enzymes are utilized for newly developed RNA engineering
approaches (54–58).

Cell lines are extensively utilized for RNA editing studies.
Cancer derived cell lines are immortalized cells originating
usually from tumor tissues. Their ease of growth and the
ability to grow indefinitely have made them a mainstay of bi-
ological research (59). However, there is a large genomic and
phenotypic variability within cell lines. It has been shown
that using misidentified, over passaged or contaminated cell
lines can result in a serious reduction of phenotypic qual-
ity which can hinder discovery and reproducibility (60,61).
Thus, great care must be taken in choosing the appropriate
cell lines, best suited to answer the research question.
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The RNA editing landscape in cell lines has not yet been
characterized systematically. Previous works on RNA edit-
ing in cell lines has mostly found a markedly lower level
of editing compared to normal or diseased tissue samples
(13,53,62). Thus, many cell line studies of RNA editing have
relied on overexpression of ADAR to ensure a measurable
level of editing that can then be manipulated. These distur-
bances can cause artifacts unaccounted for and hinder re-
producibility.

Here, we analyzed editing across over one thousand
unique cancer cell lines (63,64), and created a catalogue
of RNA-editing levels in coding and non-coding regions,
as well as ADAR1 and ADAR2 expression levels. This
database allows for a rational choice of the most appropri-
ate cell line for experimental research in RNA editing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data

RNA-seq fastq files for 675 GCLB cell lines were
downloaded from the European Genome-phenome
Archive (GCLB; https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ega/datasets/
EGAD00001000725) (64). Additional 933 CCLE cell
lines RNA-seq BAM files were downloaded from the
GDC legacy archive (https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/legacy-
archive/) (63), and transformed into fastq files using
the bamtofastq command (samtools suite version 1.2;
htslib 1.2.1). Libraries for both datasets were created
using poly-A selection, Illumina TruSeq protocol and
paired-end sequenced on either Illumina HiSeq 2000
or HiSeq 2500. Library preparation and sequencing
protocols were similar for both datasets except for
read length, which is 101 bp for CCLE and 75 bp for
GCLB. Therefore, we trimmed 13 bp from each end
of CCLE reads, to get 75 bp-long trimmed reads that
match the GCLB read length. In addition, HEK293
fastq files were downloaded from the Cell Atlas (65)
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA183192)
and added to the cell line samples set. The ten pairs
of duplicates of cancerous cell-lines available in Cell
Atlas were used to further analyze reproducibility (see
Results). Libraries for the Cell Atlas were also created
using poly-A selection and the Illumina TruSeq protocol,
and sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500. Reads are
paired-end, 101 bp long, and were trimmed to 75 bp. Cell
lines appearing in both CCLE and GDC were analyzed and
presented independently. We used the FastQC script (http:
//www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) for
quality control of the RNA-seq data.

Data analysis

We used the GRCh37/hg19 human reference genome
for all analyses. Gene expression levels were calculated
in transcript per million (TPMs) units using Salmon
version 0.11.2 (66). Fastq files were aligned to the reference
genome using STAR version 2.5.2b (67) and parameters
–alignIntronMax 1000000 –alignMatesGapMax 1000000
–alignSJoverhangMin 8 –outFilterMismatchNmax
999 –outFilterMismatchNoverReadLmax 0.1 –
outFilterMultimapNmax 1 –outSAMattributes All

–outSAMtype BAM SortedByCoordinate –outWigType
bedGraph –quantMode GeneCounts.

The global editing level was assessed by the Alu Editing
Index (AEI) (18,68), following the protocol detailed in Roth
et al. (18), with default parameters. In addition, we quanti-
fied editing at specific coding sites (editing sites within the
coding sequence, both synonymous and non-synonymous)
using Reditools (69) Known script with parameters -v 2 -n
0.01 -r 1 –T [6–6]. These sites were compiled from a pre-
viously published list of editing sites observed in normal
GTEx tissues (17). From this previously published list, we
discarded sites that are not located in RefSeq coding se-
quences, as downloaded from UCSC genome browser web-
site (70). We also discarded sites for which the reported av-
erage editing level was <1% in both brain-cerebellum and
heart-artery GTEx samples (17). We added to the list ten
conserved coding editing sites that were found in (71) (Sup-
plementary Table S1), but missing from the larger list. This
resulted in a list of 314 coding sites (Supplementary Table
S2).

For comparison, AEI and editing levels for each coding
site were calculated for all GTEx samples (72), using the
same methodology. GTEx tissues were aggregated to match
cell line tissues of origin and are presented in Supplemen-
tary Table S3.

To calculate gene ranked-expression, expression level
(TPM) of all genes was calculated using Salmon, as de-
scribed above. The gene list was then sorted by expression
level, and each gene was assigned a rank, which is its lo-
cation in the list relative to the full list length. That is, the
most highly-expressed gene is assigned a ranked-expression
value (or expression quantile) of 100, reflecting the fact its
expression is equal or higher than 100% of the genes. Genes
expressed at a level that equals the median over all genes are
assigned a value of 50, etc.

Linear regressions and multiple linear regressions were
computed using the gene expression levels as calculated
above. The R lm function was used with default param-
eters (i.e. linear regression using QR decomposition) to
fit the AEI data to a linear model including the expres-
sion of each of the ADAR genes separately (simple regres-
sion), or to a model including ADAR1 the and one other
gene (two-variable regression). For the two-variable regres-
sion, all genes were tested, and P-values were Bonferroni-
corrected.

Plotting and statistics were done using R and python in-
house scripts

Growing and transfecting cells

Cells were ordered from the ATCC and grown in the
following mediums: Cama-1: DMEM + 10% FBS, ZR-
75-1: RPMI-1640 + 10% FBS, NCI-H1573: RPMI-1640
+ 5% FBS. Cells were kept at 37˚C and passaged once
reaching confluence. DNA and RNA were extracted us-
ing Norgen RNA/DNA Purification Kit (Cat. 48700).
cDNA was prepared using iScript advanced reverse tran-
scriptase. PCRs for AZIN1 were done using Invitrogen
Platinum SuperFi PCR master mix with the following
primers.

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ega/datasets/EGAD00001000725
https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/legacy-archive/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA183192
http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
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RNA. FP: TCGCAGTTAATATCATAGC
RP: AAGGCACAAAGAAGAAGT

DNA. FP: GTTCTTCTGGTGGAGTCCCT
RP: ACAGTTCAAATATCCCATCTGCC
Editing levels of sanger sequences were calculated using

EditR (73).

RESULTS

We analyzed the editing landscape in 1610 cell-line samples:
933 cell-line samples available in The Cancer Cell Line En-
cyclopedia (CCLE) (63) database, 675 samples from Genen-
tech Cell Line Bank (GCLB) (64), as well as two additional
samples of the non-cancer-derived cell line HEK293 ob-
tained from the Cell Atlas (65). Of these, 460 cell lines are
found in both the CCLE and GCLB datasets (Figure 1A).
These cell-lines cover a wide range of source tissues, mostly
lung cancers and hematopoietic and lymphoid cancers (226
and 193 unique cell lines, respectively) (Figure 1B, Supple-
mentary Table S4).

Most of human RNA editing activity occurs in Alu repet-
itive elements (13–16). Thus, the editing levels in Alu can
serve as an indication for the overall editing of a sample.
In addition, there is much interest in specific editing sites,
mainly recoding sites, and many studies of these sites rely
on using cell lines. Accordingly, for each sample we eval-
uated the global editing through the Alu Editing Index
(AEI) (18) (Supplementary Table S4), as well as the editing
level in each of 314 known specific sites within coding se-
quences (Supplementary Table S2, Methods). The full infor-
mation is available as Supplementary Tables S2–S4. A ded-
icated website, CLAIRE (Cell Line A-to-I RNA Editing)
facilitates on-line searches of the database, and is available
as part of REDIportal (74), at http://srv00.recas.ba.infn.it/
atlas/claire.html.

Editing levels are reproducible for cells lines of the same type

Differences in the editing profile across cell line types exceed
the ones caused by stochastic biological noise within the
sample, inherent genomic variations within cell lines of the
same type, batch effects and varying biological conditions in
different labs. To show that, we looked at 460 cell lines which
appear in both the CCLE and GCLB datasets. We com-
pared the editing levels between the two biological replicates
of these 460 cell-lines (one from the CCLE dataset and the
other from the GCLB dataset). In addition, we compared
the editing levels of each cell line from the CCLE dataset
against the editing levels of all cell lines in the GCLB dataset
excluding its own duplicate. First, we looked at the AEI, and
calculated the log2 fold-ratio. The distribution of the fold-
ratios is log-normal, and the half width at half maximum
(HWHM) of the log2(ratio) is 0.26 for duplicates (equiva-
lent to a typical fold ratio of 1.20), compared with HWHM
= 0.56 for random pairs of cells (typical fold ratio of 1.48)
(F-test, P-value <2.2e–16) (Figure 1C). For coding sites, we
calculated the editing level per site and looked again at the
distribution of log2(ratio) for well-covered, well-edited, sites
(minimum coverage of 20 reads with at least 10 counts of
‘G’). The HWHM of the log2(ratio) for duplicates is 0.59

(typical fold ratio of 1.50), compared to HWHM = 0.82
for non-duplicate pairs (typical fold ratio of 1.76) (F-test,
P-value <2.2e–16) (Figure 1D).

We further analyzed an additional dataset from the Cell
Atlas (65) that contains ten pairs of technical duplicates.
For each of the ten cell line types, two replicates were cul-
tured and sequenced under the same conditions. Again, we
looked at the ratios of editing levels (AEI, and levels at spe-
cific sites) in each of these ten pairs of samples. As expected,
the similarity between pairs of technical duplicates is much
higher than the biological replicates studies above. For the
AEI, HWHM = 0.07 for duplicates compared to 0.5 for
non-duplicate pairs, meaning a typical fold ratio of 1.05 and
1.41 respectively (F-test, P-value = 5.72e–06). For the cod-
ing sites, HWHM = 0.36 for duplicates and 1.21 for non-
duplicate pairs, and the typical fold ratios are 1.28 and 2.31,
respectively (F-test, P-value = 0.030).

We thus conclude that while some variability is expected
for samples originated from the same cell line origin but
cultured and sequenced in different labs, this variability is
much lower than that between different types of cancerous
cell lines. Therefore, knowing in advance the expected edit-
ing levels in each cell line type can assist rational design of
RNA editing experiments, by choosing the cell line with the
desired editing profile.

ADAR expression level is not a good predictor of editing levels

One may assume that choosing cell lines with high expres-
sion levels of the ADAR enzymes is sufficient to ensure edit-
ing levels that mimic normal tissues. Notably, while editing
in cell lines is lower, the median ADAR1 mRNA levels in
cell lines is even somewhat higher than in normal tissues
(103.1 TPM compared to 50.0 TPM) (Figure 2A and Sup-
plementary Table S4). To verify that this high relative level
of ADAR1 expression does not follow from loss of expres-
sion of other genes, we looked at the ranked expression of
ADAR1 (Methods), and verified that the ranks of ADAR1
(expression quantiles) are higher in cell lines as well (Sup-
plementary Figure S1A). ADAR2 expression levels are gen-
erally much lower than ADAR1, and the median ADAR2
expression in cell lines is 7.4 TPM, comparable to normal
tissues (Figure 2B, Supplementary Figure S1B and Supple-
mentary Table S4).

However, high expression of ADAR1 does not ensure
high levels of editing. To demonstrate this, we selected 10%
of cell lines with the highest levels of ADAR1 expression
and found that even in these cells AEI values may be much
lower than normal tissues (Supplementary Figure S2A).
Consistently, while ADAR1 levels in cell lines are moder-
ately correlated with the AEI (Spearman, R2 = 0.28, P-
value < 2.2e–16), this correlation is too weak to allow
a reliable prediction of high AEI based on ADAR1 lev-
els (Supplementary Figure S2B). No significant correlation
was found between AEI and either ADAR2 or ADAR3.
Taken together, these results show that ADAR levels are not
a good enough proxy for choosing a cell line with apprecia-
ble editing.

There is much current interest in ADAR regulators. Cor-
relation studies may supply some initial leads into such
regulators. Following previous studies (17,18), we used a

http://srv00.recas.ba.infn.it/atlas/claire.html
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Figure 1. Variability of editing in Cell-lines. (A) We study 933 cell line samples from the CCLE dataset (63) and 675 samples from the GCLB dataset
(64). Data for 460 cell lines is found in both datasets. (B) The cell lines analyzed originate from a variety of tissues, mostly from lung, and hematopoietic
and lymphoid tissues. (C) Ratios of AEI values calculated for two biological replicated of each of 460 cell lines (same cell line type appearing in both
datasets, cultured and sequenced in different labs) follow a log-normal distribution. The distribution is compared with that of 211,140 comparisons of
non-duplicate cell lines (ratios of AEI values for different cell-lines from a different dataset, cultured and sequenced in different labs). Since the ratios
follow a log-normal distribution, we plot the distribution for the logarithm of the ratio, log2(editing of cell line from CCLE/editing of cell line from
GCLB), which is approximately normal. The half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the distribution of log2(ratio) for duplicates is 0.26, compared with
a HWHM of 0.56 for pairs of non-duplicate cell lines. (D) Ratios of editing levels at specific sites calculated for two biological replicated of each of 460 cell
lines (same cell line type appearing in both datasets, cultured and sequenced in different labs), and compared with the distribution of ratios obtained for
specific sites in each of the 211,140 non-duplicate cell line pairs. For each sample, only well covered sites were considered (minimum coverage of 20 reads
with at least 10 counts of ‘G’ in each of the duplicates; median number of sites analyzed per sample is 6), and for each pair ratios were calculated only for
sites that are well covered in both pair mates. Altogether, we considered 3170 ratios between duplicates, and 788,484 for non-duplicate cell line pairs. The
HWHM of the log2(ratio) for duplicates is 0.59, compared to a HWHM of 0.82 for non-duplicate cell lines.

linear regression model to correlate AEI values with ex-
pression levels of ADAR1 and one additional gene (each
time), searching for an appreciable increase in the adjusted
R-squared. We found 105 genes for which the adjusted R-
squared significantly increases by more than 0.1 (compared
to the single-variable correlation of AEI and ADAR1,
where the adjusted R-squared equals 0.27; Bonferroni ≤
0.05, Supplementary Table S5). Interestingly, almost a third
of these (32/105) are RNA binding genes (75) (marked with

a star in Supplementary Table S5). These may be used as a
starting point for future analyses. Notably, ADAR3 was not
identified.

Editing in cell lines is reduced compared to normal tissues

The AEI, which is calculated over all Alu sequences in the
genome, provides a suitable measure for global editing ac-
tivity (18). Its median value across normal tissues is 1.86. In
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Figure 2. Expression levels of the ADAR enzymes in cell lines and normal tissues. ADAR expression levels (TPM) were calculated for all cell lines in the
two datasets. Normal levels were calculated for matching GTEx normal tissue samples (72) when available. (A) ADAR1 expression levels are overall higher
in cell lines than in normal tissues (B) but ADAR2 levels mostly resemble those of normal tissues. Note the logarithmic scale.

comparison, the median AEI in cell lines is 1.14, and only
52 of the 1610 cell line samples exceed the normal median
value.

Dividing the cell lines based on the tissue of origin, we
compared the distribution of AEI values in cell lines and
normal samples. In all tissues but pancreas the AEI in cell
lines is markedly lower (Figure 3A). Furthermore, the dif-
ferences between tissues, clearly seen in the normal tissues
data, disappear to a large extent when these tissues are
transformed into cell lines. However, the range of editing
levels in cell lines within each tissue is large, and for each
tissue one may find some cell lines that mimic the global
editing levels seen in normal tissues.

It should be stressed, though, that specific Alu regions
may behave differently than the global AEI trend (Supple-
mentary Figure 3). Presumably, this could be due to the
interplay between ADAR editing and other RNA binding
proteins (75). If one is interested in a specific Alu region, en-
suring a high global AEI may not be sufficient, and screen-
ing of several high-AEI cell lines would be required.

Most coding editing sites have a unique set of preferable cell
lines

Similarly, editing at the 314 coding sites (Methods) is lower
in cell lines. First, for each cell line and normal tissue sample
we looked at the editing level averaged over all well covered
(≥10 reads) coding sites. Then we averaged the results over
all cell lines and normal samples for all 314 sites and, in
particular, for the 37 evolutionarily conserved coding sites

in mammalians (71) that are of special interest. The aver-
age level at the 314 sites over all cell lines was only 2.09%,
compared to 6.85% for normal GTEx tissues. For the evolu-
tionarily conserved sites the levels were 3.88% and 20.27%,
respectively. This lower level of editing is observed in cell
lines derived from all tissue types (Figure 3B). Looking at
specific sites, most of them show either no editing or very
low levels of editing in the majority of cell lines (Figure 3C).
No significant correlation was observed between the editing
levels per site and the expression of the target gene (tested
for 285 coding sites for which editing was observed in at
least 100 cell lines; Benjamini–Hochberg FDR = 0.05).

Nevertheless, for almost each of the 314 sites one may
find a number of cell lines that do show editing levels com-
parable to, or even exceeding, those found in normal tis-
sues. These cell lines are potential candidates for studying
editing in these individual editing sites. For example, edit-
ing of the GRIA3 site chrX:122598962 is undetectable due
to low or even no reads coverage in >1500 cell line samples
analyzed. For this site, editing levels above 1% are seen in
only 33 cell lines. However, there are a few cell lines showing
editing levels above 70% at this site, resembling the high lev-
els found in highly edited normal tissues such as the brain.
Whereas editing levels are typically consistent across nor-
mal tissues (76), editing in cell lines shows an appreciable
variance. For example, editing of the NEIL1 K>R recod-
ing site chr15:75646086 is detectable in most cell lines, but
the levels are widely distributed (average ± std: 37.1% ±
25.5 for cell lines, compared with 81.9%±14.4 for normal
tissues).
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Figure 3. Editing in cell lines is lower compared to normal tissues (A) Global level of editing, measured by the AEI, for cell lines and matched normal
tissues. (B) The distribution of the average editing level at the evolutionarily conserved coding sites (Supplementary Table S1) (71) is presented for cell lines
and normal tissue. Note the logarithmic scale. (C) Distributions of editing levels at specific evolutionarily conserved coding sites in cell lines and normal
tissues. Note that for each site, a number of cell lines exhibit editing levels comparable to those found in normal tissues. The distribution of editing levels
was calculated only for samples with at least 10 reads supporting the site.
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The full list of cell lines and their editing levels in cod-
ing sites is provided as Supplementary Table S2. Only 14
of the 314 coding sites and 6 of the 37 conserved sites
show a significantly lower editing level in all cell lines, com-
pared to normal GTEx tissues (all cell line levels below
95% of normal samples). These sites include 4 sites of the
serotonin receptor HTR2C for which we found no cov-
erage in all cell line samples, a site in the DACT3 tran-
script (chr19:47152854) where the highest measured edit-
ing level in cell lines is only 9%, and a site in GABRA3
(chrX:151358319) for which the highest editing level ob-
served in cell lines is 20–21% (in three cell lines), far lower
than what is found in normal tissues.

Notably, strong editing in specific coding sites does not
indicate overall strong editing. For example, the cell line
KALS-1 exhibits one of the highest levels of editing in
GRIA3 sites (72% and 68% for the two sites above) but very
low editing in other, generally well-edited, sites (e.g. 8/5533
and 32/736 reads show editing at the well-edited FLNA
and AZIN1 sites, respectively). Some cell lines even show
appreciable (>10%) editing for multiple targets (e.g. OV56,
MHH-NB-11, SCLC-21H, NCI-H1385 and CAMA-1 with
>10 sites each) but there is no cell line that shows strong
editing for all sites of interest, suitable for studying coding
sites in general. Therefore, selection of the most appropriate
cell line should be done based on the specific set of coding
sites of interest.

To further demonstrate this point, we collected cell-lines
which are among the top 10 mostly edited for at least 10 of
the 314 sites, as well as the widely used HeLa and HEK293.
For these cell lines, we quantified the editing level at the evo-
lutionarily conserved sites (Figure 4A). Clearly, even these
cell lines are not suitable for all coding sites. While they ex-
hibit high levels of editing in multiple sites, for each cell
line there are some sites that are poorly expressed or poorly
edited.

Taken together, these results emphasize the importance
of carefully choosing the proper cell line to study, so that it
exhibits editing levels that resemble the physiological state
at the specific sites relevant for the experiment, or globally.
Making this choice is readily facilitated by the CLAIRE
database and the on-line search form, available at http:
//srv00.recas.ba.infn.it/atlas/claire.html.

Sequencing of Azin1 cell lines show editing levels similar to
the catalogue

To demonstrate the validity of our approach, we searched
the database for cell lines appropriate for a study of edit-
ing in AZIN1. Editing of AZIN1 is of much interest due
to its contribution to certain types of cancer (53,77). A re-
cent study has looked into the role of AZIN1 editing in can-
cer using PLC8024 cells (53). These cells express ADAR1
strongly (93 TPM), but exhibit negligible levels of editing in
AZIN1 (∼2% editing), the gene of interest. In another study
(62), nine cell lines were cultured and sequenced to measure
editing levels in AZIN1 and FLNB and discover the most
appropriate cell lines for experimental use. Here we demon-
strate how a simple search throughout our dataset supplies
a variety of apt options, and may save researchers time and
resources.

Using our database, we chose the widely used (78)
CAMA-1, ZR-75-1 and NCI-H1573 cell lines, for which
AZIN1 editing levels are 41%, 22% and 23% respectively.
After growing the cells and extracting DNA and RNA, we
found indeed appreciable editing levels of 42%, 36% and
67%, respectively (Figure 4B). The deviations between the
levels reported in the database (based on the available RNA-
seq data) and the ones we measured for cells grown in our
lab are consistent with our a-priori estimates of the variabil-
ity (Figure 1D). These results demonstrate the utility of our
database to find appropriate cell lines that can be efficiently
put into use.

DISCUSSION

Cell lines are a vital tool to study RNA editing. Generally,
editing levels in cell lines are found to be lower when com-
pared to normal tissues, and one often needs to overexpress
ADAR in order to facilitate the study. Here, we point out
the large variability of editing and ADAR expression levels
within cell lines, even if they originate from the same tissue.
Most of the variability may be traced to the cell line type,
rather than the inherent biological and technical noise. It is
therefore possible, and recommended, to choose a cell line
for which editing at the target(s) of interest, or the AEI (if
global editing is the focus of the study) are known in ad-
vance to be within the desired range.

Notably, while the analyzed cell lines are derived from
cancer cells where editing is often globally elevated (50),
they mostly exhibit reduced overall editing. Furthermore,
we found that the tissue variability in terms of the editing
profile largely disappears in cell lines. Thus, as is often the
case, cell lines do not necessarily mimic all aspects of the be-
havior of their tissue of origin. Possibly, part of the differ-
ence is due to cell lines missing environmental and physio-
logical signals mediated by the surroundings tissues and the
interaction with the immune system that may play a critical
role in the activation and modulation of RNA editing.

The dataset presented here includes ADAR1 and
ADAR2 expression levels, RNA editing levels in specific
sites, the AEI as a measure for global editing, for over 1000
unique cancer cell lines. We believe this cell line editome cat-
alogue will facilitate rational selection of appropriate cell
lines for RNA editing research, and promote understand-
ing patterns of editing in different cell lines.
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